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It was also just as Chen Dong was heading to Gu Qingying’s house. 

The news of the hijacking was rapidly sweeping through the media. 

After the plane landed, Tian Ai, the “saviour” of the incident, became the focus of media 
coverage. 

In the spacious living room. 

Gu Qingying sits listlessly, pressing the remote control and watching the TV channels. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing came out from the kitchen, carrying chopped fruits and 
walked into the living room. 

Looking at Gu Qingying’s listless and disoriented appearance, the couple were 
heartbroken and at the same time cursed Chen Dong severely. 

Gu Guohua, in particular, had a look of resentment and anger in his eyes. 

Gu Qingying was his pearl in the palm of his hand, and had been held in the palm of his 
hand since childhood for fear of dropping it, and in his mouth for fear of melting it. 

For the sake of Chen Dong, she had rejected all the pride and joy of heaven that he had 
arranged for her in the three years after graduating from university. 

When Chen Dong was poor and had nothing to lose, he returned to Chen Dong’s side 
without a second thought. 

A bumpy road, only to have Chen Dong cheat on her when her daughter was pregnant? 

Gu Guohua never thought that his precious daughter would suffer such a nightmare. 

In his eyes, even if Chen Dong was the heir to the Chen family, the Chen family head’s 
own son, but this matter, Chen Dong was still a brute! 

These days, Gu Qingying, depressed and losing weight, also had to suffer from 
pregnancy vomiting, Gu Guohua looked at it in his eyes and hurt in his heart. 

If not for Li Wanqing’s several attempts to dissuade him, he even had the urge to fly off 
and violently beat Chen Dong. 

“Baby, mommy just peeled the fruit, have some.” 



Gu Guohua squeezed out an almost flattering smile and held the fruit plate, coming up 
to Gu Qingying. 

“No appetite, oops dad, don’t block me from watching TV.” 

Gu Qingying’s willow brows knitted slightly as she scolded. 

Gu Guohua moved to the side resentfully and sat down, glancing at the TV that kept 
changing channels, somewhat helpless. 

Li Wanqing put her arm around Gu Qingying and said gently, “Xiao Ying, tonight mum 
and dad have a private party, why don’t you come with us? Think of it as going out for a 
break.” 

Gu Qingying frowned and shook her head, “I won’t go, those people in your business, I 
don’t want to meet them.” 

“It’s not business people, it’s a family dinner.” 

Li Wanqing smiled and explained, “Do you still remember Tian Ai? Weren’t you and her 
the best of girlfriends when you were little?” 

“Tian Ai?” 

Gu Qingying’s obscure eyes finally glowed with a hint of light, muttering a bit of 
complaint, “It’s been years since we’ve had contact, back then she dropped the line that 
she was going to chase her dreams, and then stopped contacting me.” 

“Haha, that girl is just that kind of nature, she doesn’t love red makeup but loves to be 
armed, but now it’s better, she came back today, I heard your uncle and aunt say that 
that girl seems to have finally fulfilled her dream now.” 

Li Wanqing smiled and said, “It seems that she is already an Interpol officer, this time 
she came back, so you two can meet properly, when you got married, that girl did not 
have time to attend.” 

Hearing the word “marriage”. 

Gu Qingying’s expression suddenly dimmed, and the glimmer in her eyes disappeared. 

This scene caught the eyes of Li Wanqing and Gu Guohua. 

The couple’s hearts tightened for a moment, and Gu Guohua was busy nudging Li 
Wanqing’s shoulder, signalling that she had said the wrong thing. 



Li Wanqing looked at Gu Qingying’s expression and was at a loss as to what to do, not 
knowing how to round up. 

Luckily, Gu Guohua reacted quickly and took the remote control from Gu Qingying’s 
hand. 

“Aiyo baby girl, you can’t change the channel, it makes daddy dizzy.” 

As it happened, the TV channel stopped to the local news channel. 

And the news report, the hijacking incident that was playing, the video footage of Tian Ai 
getting off the plane and being surrounded by many media for interviews. 

“Crap!” Gu Guohua let out a shocked curse out of his mouth. 

He rubbed his eyes somewhat incredulously, “Wife, daughter, you guys take a quick 
look, is this Tian Ai?” 

Gu Qingying and Li Wanqing looked towards the TV screen. 

Both mother and daughter were frozen at the same time. 

Even though Gu Qingying had not seen Tian Ai for many years, she could still see the 
feeling of déjà vu in the outline of her face. 

“It’s really true!” Li Wanqing nodded her head and said with a face full of astonishment, 
“A hijacking incident? My goodness, such a big thing and Tian Ai solved it all by 
herself?” 

“This girl, she’s become a big hero as soon as she came back!” Gu Guohua exclaimed. 

The couple immediately focused on the news. 

Neither of them noticed that Gu Qingying was also focused and staring closely at the TV 
screen. 

But unlike the two Gu Guowas, Gu Qingying’s gaze was always fixed on the corner of 
the video, where the overhanging ladder of the plane’s hatch was. 

One by one, passengers walked down the hanging ladder in an orderly manner, and a 
familiar figure in the crowd was like a heavy hammer that hit Gu Qingying’s eyes hard. 

Is he …… coming? 

Gu Qingying stared intently at the TV screen, her heart thumping at this moment. 



The anticipation of surprise was interspersed with a raging anger that sprouted. 

How could he still have the face to come? 

Looking at the figure sandwiched in the crowd, he slowly walked down the hanging 
stairs and finally disappeared into the camera. 

Gu Qingying’s mind suddenly became incomparably complicated. 

Both hands subconsciously clenched into fists. 

She suddenly said, “Mom and Dad, let me go with you tonight, I haven’t seen Tian Ai for 
years.” 

“Really?” 

Gu Guohua looked at Gu Qingying in surprise. 

“Good, good, let’s have a good chat with Tian Ai tonight, this girl became a big hero as 
soon as she came back, this is a big joy.” 

Li Wanqing also smiled and patted Gu Qingying’s shoulder. 

For so many days after her return, Gu Qingying had always kept herself at home, which 
had made Gu Guohua and his wife worried. 

Now that Gu Qingying wanted to go out for a walk, the couple’s hearts were also a lot 
more at ease. 

If people keep themselves locked up all the time, there will always be problems. 

If they went out for a walk and took a break, I believe their daughter would feel better. 

“Come on, let’s go now, this is Tian Ai’s big wedding, I have to prepare gifts.” 

Gu Qingying squeezed out a smile and got up and said. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing’s hearts steadied a few more points and they agreed with a 
smile. 

The three members of the family soon finished packing and took the car to Tian Ai’s 
home. 

…… 

“This is Little Shadow and her family’s home?” 



After Chen Dong left from the airport and took a two-hour ride, he finally arrived at Gu 
Qingying’s home. 

Rather than a home, it was more like a villa manor. 

Back in college, he had never known how rich Gu Qingying’s family really was. 

Even when he had divorced Wang Nan Nan and got together with Gu Qingying, he had 
never physically come to Gu Qingying’s home over here. 

Even though Chen Dong was already a great achiever today, he was still shocked the 
first time he came to Gu Qingying’s home. 

Looking at the large manor house, it was much bigger than the Tianmen Mountain villa. 

There were also bodyguards patrolling the manor, the security level was extremely high. 

However, when he thought of the strength of his father-in-law Gu Guohua, Chen Dong 
was relieved. 

After taking a deep breath, Chen Dong was about to go to the main gate to inform them. 

His mobile phone WeChat suddenly thought of him. 

He stopped in his tracks and took out his phone to take a look. 

In an instant, his pupils tightened and his heart gave a vicious twitch. 

It was a WeChat message from Gu Qingying. 

It read: You go away, I don’t want to see you. 
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This moment. 

Chen Dong stood under the blazing sun, but he actually had a feeling of coldness all 
over his body. 

The few fonts on the screen cut his heart like a knife. 

“You knew I was coming?” 

Chen Dong murmured, “Not even willing to see me?” 

Lost in a trance for a moment, Chen Dong tried to dial Gu Qingying’s number. 



But the phone rang once and then was hung up. 

Unwillingly, he called several times in quick succession, with the same result. 

“Can you pick up my phone?” 

Chen Dong sent a WeChat message to Gu Qingying. 

Immediately after, he hurriedly added another one, “I came over just to explain to you 
and take you home.” 

As he sent the WeChat, Chen Dong looked a little flustered. 

Even his hands were vaguely trembling as he typed. 

He was afraid! 

He was afraid of losing Gu Qingying because of this misunderstanding. 

Even if he tried desperately to restrain himself, he could not calm the ups and downs of 
his heart. 

After sending the WeChat. 

Chen Dong squatted on the roadside, staring at his phone, biting his nails and waiting 
silently. 

Only, a long wait. 

Two WeChat messages, like stones sinking into the sea, with no news. 

“I can definitely wait for you!” Chen Dong’s gaze burned and he said firmly, “I’m going to 
take you home.” 

…… 

Night was falling. 

Inside the luxurious villa. 

In the dining room, there was laughter. 

It was a private banquet, a private dinner between the Gu family and the Tian family to 
be exact. 



The friendship between the two families had laid a solid foundation since Gu Guohua 
was young, and for so many years, the two sides had been working together moving 
forward. 

“Old Gu, I still remember when we were both fighting the world, when Wanqing and my 
wife were pregnant, and we both foolishly got married by fingerprints.” 

A middle-aged man with greying temples and a majestic brow raised his red wine glass 
and laughed, “It turned out to be a good thing, giving birth to a pair of little girlfriends.” 

“It wasn’t because that night, we both drank a lot of wine and you insisted that Tian Ai 
marry my family’s Little Shadow, thanks to the fact that I was still somewhat sober.” Gu 
Guohua laughed nervously. 

The crowd talked and laughed. 

Only Gu Qingying looked despondent, her hands clutching her mobile phone tightly 
under the table. 

Originally, she had already thought of catching up with her best friend whom she had 
not seen for years. 

But with Chen Dong’s phone call and WeChat call, Gu Qingying no longer had the 
heart. 

“Xiaoying, do you have something on your mind?” 

Tian Ai sat beside Gu Qingying and asked with concern, “I feel like you’re preoccupied 
tonight.” 

“No, it’s fine.” Gu Qingying forced a smile on her face. 

But Tian Ai frowned and said, “We haven’t seen each other for so many years, and you 
don’t even want to talk to me, and you still say you don’t have something on your 
mind?” 

“No Ai Ai, I just don’t feel well.” Gu Qingying really couldn’t bring herself to be 
interested. 

Even if the Tian Ai in front of her was her best playmate from her childhood. 

As soon as the words left her mouth, Gu Qingying’s face suddenly changed and she 
hurriedly got up and ran into the toilet. 

The sudden scene caused the table to fall silent instantly. 



Li Wanqing’s expression changed as she hurriedly got up and followed the toilet. 

Gu Guohua smiled and said, “It’s fine, it’s fine, let’s continue, by the way Tian Ai, once 
you came back this time, you’ve become our big hero!” 

With a single word, the topic was smoothly digressed. 

Tian Ai’s parents had smiled with relief and happiness. 

The airplane hijacking incident was big news. 

It had long been reported by the major media. 

In this world of heroes, it was a great honour for Tian Ai to be the “saviour” of everyone 
on the plane. 

“No, Uncle Gu, it was just a fluke.” 

Tian Ai said shyly with her head down. 

Thinking about the scene on the plane, Tian Ai still felt a bit of a fluke in her heart. 

If that man named “Chen Dong” had not been there, I would not have been able to 
return to Heaven even if I had stood up for myself. 

“Modest, this child is quite modest.” 

Gu Guohua laughed, “I’ve heard your parents say that you’ve been working hard over 
the past few years, and now you’re an Interpol officer, with your status and strength, it’s 
only logical that you could save everyone on the plane. 

Tian Ai’s father also laughed, “Tian Ai, your uncle Gu and I have been friends for almost 
thirty years, there is no need to be concerned.” 

“You’re such a father, the child knows how to be modest, but you’re still trying to make 
him feel smug?” Tian Ai’s mother scolded with a laugh. 

Gu Guohua took over, “Sister-in-law, I have to say you, we are not old-fashioned 
people, Tian Ai has done such a big thing, not to mention you two, even I, as an uncle, 
feel very proud.” 

Listening to Gu Guohua’s conversation with his parents. 

Tian Ai became more and more shy, she was clearly telling the truth, but it turned out to 
be interpreted as modesty. 



Listening to the compliments, Tian Ai couldn’t take it anymore. 

She was stubborn and arrogant, otherwise she would not have left behind her privileged 
life at a young age and disliked the red dress and arms. 

It was because of this character that she always felt a bit ashamed of this glory of hers. 

The real glory should be that man’s! 

“Tian Ai, quickly tell uncle exactly what happened, this kind of plot that only happens in 
movies, uncle is curious about it.” 

Gu Guohua could only pursue the matter in order to digress from Gu Qingying’s 
pregnancy vomiting. 

Now that Gu Qingying was pregnant and Chen Dong had done something worse than 
that, in his heart, he was always a bit ashamed to bring it up in front of people. 

Facing Gu Guohua and his parents’ searingly expectant gaze. 

Tian Ai clenched her fist and said helplessly, “Uncle Gu, Mom and Dad, it was really just 
a fluke.” 

What?! 

Gu Guohua and Tian Ai’s parents froze at the same time. 

All three of them reacted that Tian Ai’s words were not modest, it was obvious that there 
was something else going on. 

Following closely, Tian Ai slowly said, “After the plane took off, I did take the lead in 
spotting those four bandits, but at that time, I held myself as a strength and a 
professional, and thought of solving the whole incident by myself, and made it a point to 
alert the passengers one by one in the first class cabin.” 

“After it happened, I was indeed the first one to stand up to the four bandits as well, but, 
but I ……” 

Speaking of this, Tian Ai’s pretty face flushed red and her red lips were mouthing, “But I 
really couldn’t beat those four bandits, they were all tall and skilled in fighting skills, and 
two of them even carried special spliced out knives, and I had a close call with them 
soon after.” 

Thinking of the image of the plane where she had refused Chen Dong’s help with the 
talk of a professional, Tian Ai now suddenly felt a sense of shame to find a hole in the 
ground to burrow into. 



She gritted her silver teeth, “If not for the presence of another expert on the plane at that 
time, who secretly helped me out, wounding the four bandits and curbing their ability to 
move, I might have died at the hands of the four bandits.” 

Boom! 

Gu Guohua, Tian Ai’s parents, were dumbfounded on the spot. 

Tian Ai’s words were very different from those in the news interview, but the fact that 
they were coming from Tian Ai, the person in question, gave the three of them the 
unreal feeling of being in a trance and dreaming. 

“Ai Ai, but the video of your interview said that you were the one who solved it, huh?” 

Tian Ai’s mother pursued incredulously, “Besides, the plane was just that big, how could 
that expert you were talking about, secretly help you?” 

“He just used flying cards, ah, playing cards in his hands are just like darts, fast and 
accurate.” 

Tian Ai’s eyes flickered with intense awe, then he smiled bitterly and shrugged, “I said 
that in the interview video because I guessed that gentleman didn’t want to reveal his 
identity, that’s why I said that on purpose, I was only the apparent saviour, it was that 
gentleman who saved the people on the whole plane.” 

“A flying license?!” 

Gu Guohua and Tian Ai’s parents were all stunned. 

A small poker card could really have the power to hurt and kill people? 

After a pause, Tian Ai sighed, “I even caught up with that gentleman after the interview 
in the back, and just as I guessed, he really didn’t want to reveal his identity because he 
had an urgent matter to hurry.” 

“My goodness, Tian Ai, that gentleman you mentioned is too low-key and introverted, 
isn’t he?” Gu Guohua was in a bit of a trance. 

Tian Ai’s father also tsked and sighed, “Because he’s in a hurry, he doesn’t even bother 
with such merits, is his matter more important than this?” 

Ask yourself, if the same thing had happened to him. 

Even Tian Ai’s father would never have been this low-key and introverted. 



Tian Ai’s expression suddenly became strange, and her red lips mumbled, “He, he said, 
he rushed to admit his mistake to his wife.” 

At that very moment. 

Gu Qingying, who had finished her pregnancy vomiting, returned to the restaurant with 
a somewhat ugly face under Li Wanqing’s assistance. 

Hearing Tian Ai’s words, Gu Qingying suddenly stopped in place, dazed and lost in 
thought. 
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As Tian Ai’s words came out. 

Gu Guohua and Tian Ai’s parents all froze. 

“Just because he rushed to confess his mistake to his wife, he even gave away such a 
great merit?” 

Tian Ai’s father, in a trance, couldn’t believe it: “Is he stupid?” 

“What do you, a big man, know?” 

Tian Ai’s mother propped her chin up with her right hand and said enviously, “I envy that 
gentleman’s wife, that his husband can love her so much.” 

Tian Ai nodded along, “I think he must love his wife very much, I really envy his wife.” 

Thinking of the conversation with Chen Dong outside the airport, a strong envy flooded 
Tian Ai’s eyes. 

If that girl knew that her husband would not even want such a great merit in order to 
admit his mistake, she would be very touched, right? 

It was no wonder that the three members of Tian Ai’s family thought so. 

It was really because they all knew how big a merit badge it was to solve a hijacking 
and successfully save everyone on the plane. 

Tian Ai in particular, because of her profession, knew exactly the weight of this 
meritorious service. 



To put it politely, given her profession, taking this credit this time would be enough to 
get her promoted three levels in a row when she returned to headquarters! 

Gu Guohua was lost in thought for a moment and let out a bitter smile, “In this world, 
such an infatuated kind of person is rare, ah.” 

At the dinner table, the atmosphere became a little odd. 

Apparently, after Tian Ai had told them what really happened, the feeling of excitement 
and honour they had felt before had all faded quite a bit. 

Whether it was Gu Guohua or Tian Ai’s parents, they all naturally focused their attention 
on the man who …… rushed to admit his wife’s mistake. 

“Mom, let’s go over there.” 

Gu Qingying looked back to normal and returned to her seat with Li Wanqing. 

Tian Ai saw that Gu Qingying’s face was ugly and even a few shades less bloody, she 
was busy asking with concern, “Xiao Ying, what’s wrong with you? In the past, you were 
not so periodical as you are now.” 

“It’s really nothing.” 

Gu Qingying shook her head and squeezed out a smile, “Ai Ai, don’t worry about me, 
you’re the one who’s taking the credit today.” 

“I’m not the big credit, I just made it all clear to your dad and my parents.” 

Tian Ai shrugged her shoulders, suddenly thought of something, rubbed her hands 
together and looked at Gu Qingying blearily, “By the way, I was on a mission at your 
wedding, I didn’t have time to attend, I’m really sorry, please forgive me, I’ve prepared a 
gift for you.” 

After saying that, she got up and ran upstairs. 

Gu Qingying’s expression changed slightly. 

And Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing both looked at Gu Qingying with heartache. 

Tian Ai’s words had obviously poked at Gu Qingying’s heartbreak. 

But Tian Ai had also acted thoughtlessly, and the couple could not possibly say 
anything wrong about Tian Ai. 

Soon after, Tian Ai came running back with a gift box in her arms. 



“These are the crystal shoes I prepared especially for you, finding top craftsmen to 
create them, there is only this one pair in the whole world.” 

Tian Ai handed the gift box to Gu Qingying: “At that time, I was thinking that when you 
got married, if you could wear these crystal shoes and step into the marriage hall, you 
would be the most beautiful and happiest bride in the world, but unfortunately, I was in 
too much of a hurry to go on a mission at that time, so I couldn’t make any 
arrangements.” 

“It’s okay Ai Ai.” 

Gu Qingying looked complicated, her eyes slightly red as she opened the gift box, and 
in her eyes was a pair of crystal clear, wonderful crystal shoes. 

Only, that wedding was not perfect by nature. 

It was even …… stained with blood. 

And after that …… 

Gu Qingying subconsciously looked at her slightly bulging stomach and instantly 
became aggrieved to the extreme. 

I have endured so much for you, why do you have to treat me like this? 

Especially when Gu Qingying heard Tian Ai’s words just now, others were able to admit 
their mistakes in order to rush to their wives, not even bothering with such a huge merit. 

Why …… did I meet such a bad person? 

Tian Ai looked around and raised her eyebrows, “By the way, I haven’t met Xiao Ying 
your husband yet, this time back to our party, you didn’t bring it to me to meet, it’s too 
insufficient.” 

Gu Qingying’s delicate body trembled, and in a flash all the aggression could no longer 
be contained. 

Her eyes were red, and drops of crystal tears dripped down the corners of her eyes onto 
the crystal shoes in her arms. 

This scene instantly froze Tian Ai in her tracks. 

Tian Ai’s parents were also stunned for a moment. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing looked at each other, their eyes full of heartache. 



Gu Guohua even looked sulking, picking up a glass full of white wine on the table and 
drinking it down in one go. 

“Old Gu, what’s wrong?” Tian Ai’s father asked. 

On the other side, Tian Ai was also startled when she reacted. 

She hurriedly hugged Gu Qingying, “Xiaoying, what’s wrong? Don’t scare me.” 

When she asked this question, Gu Qingying cried even louder. 

She threw herself into Tian Ai’s arms and howled. 

Repression, she had been repressing herself for the past few days. 

She tried hard to pretend to be calm and reassure her parents. 

But she couldn’t do it. When it was late at night, she would always think of Chen Dong 
and the little things she had done with him. 

But when she thought about Ye Linglong, Gu Qingying’s heart cut like a knife. 

The torment of pregnancy vomiting had even brought her to the brink of collapse under 
this double psycho-physical depression. 

In the dining room, Gu Qingying’s cries echoed. 

Tian Ai’s parents were also distressed. 

The two families are family friends, and as they watched Gu Qingying’s emotional 
breakdown, the couple could not sit still. 

“Old Gu, say something, what is going on?” Tian Ai’s father asked again. 

Gu Guohua, however, sighed, grabbed his hair with both hands and did not say 
anything. 

Li Wanqing gently patted Gu Qingying’s back, “Little Ying, mommy is here, don’t cry, 
don’t cry anymore, whoever leaves you, mommy and daddy will always be by your 
side.” 

Tian Ai’s eyes twinkled and anger rose steeply in her beautiful eyes. 

“Little Shadow, have you been wronged? Tell me, sisters will help you out!” 



Gu Qingying drew herself out of Tian Ai’s arms, pearly, her shell teeth clenching her red 
lips. 

There was a pause of a few seconds before she cried out, “I was all for him, why did he 
betray me?” 

Boom! 

The cry, like a thunderclap, exploded in Tian Ai’s and her parents’ ears. 

Betrayal? 

Cheating? 

In an instant, Tian Ai’s anger shot up to the sky, her pretty face filled with fierce rage. 

“Bastard! What to do to my little shadow, do you really think my Tian Ai’s fists are given 
for nothing?” 

“Little Shadow, mother is here, don’t cry, think of your own body and the child in your 
belly.” Li Wanqing advised bitterly. 

Tian Ai’s mother was also busy standing up and walking over to Gu Qingying, patting 
her back and comforting her, “Xiao Ying, don’t cry, your mother is right, even if the sky 
falls, there is still mum and dad, uncle and auntie there.” 

As a woman, she could best understand Gu Qingying’s pain at this time. 

“I can bear it, I can bear it.” 

Gu Qingying cried and wiped her tears while saying in a trembling voice, “But he came, 
he came to me, and when he said he wanted to take me home, I really couldn’t help it, 
how else did he want to explain this matter? Why should he still take me home?” 

Bang! 

As soon as the words left her mouth, Tian Ai slapped her palm on the tabletop. 

Willow’s eyebrows tightened as she spat out the words from between her teeth, 
“Coming? Just in time!” 

After saying that, Tian Ai got up and pulled up Gu Qingying, saying with a fierce temper, 
“Xiao Ying, take me to him, I’ll help you take revenge!” 
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Gu Guohua’s face turned pale. 

He was about to dissuade him. 

But Tian Ai’s father stopped him, “Old Gu, this kind of person should be taught a lesson, 
don’t worry, Tian Ai has the right measure in her hands.” 

Gu Guohua wanted to say something, but when he saw the way Gu Qingying was 
bawling, his heart twisted like a knife and he held back. 

Li Wanqing had already said many times that this matter had to be resolved after all. 

They didn’t know how Chen Dong would feel if they kept dragging it out, but it would 
definitely do great harm to their precious daughter. 

Now, since Chen Dong was here and Tian Ai was righteously indignant, it might be a 
breakthrough! 

“I don’t want to see him.” 

Gu Qingying shook her head with tearful eyes. 

Tian Ai raised her willow eyebrows, “This is going for revenge, it doesn’t count as 
meeting him!” 

Saying that, she didn’t care if Gu Qingying agreed or not, she pulled Gu Qingying 
straight to the outside. 

“If you dare to bully my sister like that, I must beat him up today!” 

Although she and Gu Qingying had not seen each other for many years, their friendship 
still existed and the two families were family friends, what’s more, this kind of thing 
would not be tolerated by any other woman. 

The wife was pregnant and all she got was a betrayal from her husband? 

This kind of scum, not to mention Gu Qingying, even if it was a passerby, Tian Ai would 
never sit idly by. 

Five minutes later, a Lamborghini sped away from the villa. 

After another two minutes, a Rolls-Royce also drove out of the villa with it. 

In the Rolls Royce. 

Gu Guohua and his wife were worried, while Tian Ai’s parents were flushed with anger. 



“Old Gu, are you being overly concerned? Tian Ai is teaching a lesson to someone and 
so many of us are going along?” Tian Ai’s father was a bit puzzled. 

“I’m not comfortable with young people doing things, we adults should at least follow 
and observe secretly.” 

Gu Guohua gave a sarcastic laugh. 

He was clear about Chen Dong’s identity, and knew even more about how terrifying 
Chen Dong’s fighting skills were. 

Going along was also because he was worried about Gu Qingying and Tian Ai. 

It was not certain who would teach who a lesson in the end. 

However, he was too embarrassed to say this, after all, Tian Ai’s family was all about 
helping Gu Qingying out. 

“Let’s hope that tonight is a breakthrough of sorts and will make Little Ying feel better.” 
Li Wanqing sighed heartily. 

Tian Ai’s mother sighed along with her, “This child, suppressing herself so much all the 
time, and being pregnant, if she doesn’t vent out a little, something has to go wrong.” 

On the other side. 

The Lamborghini sped down the road. 

Gu Qingying was lost in thought, her hands clutching her mobile phone. 

Tian Ai, who was driving, was filled with righteous indignation and her pretty face was 
full of anger. 

“Qingying, where is that guy now?” 

Gu Qingying shook her head, “I don’t know, why don’t we go back, I really don’t want to 
see him.” 

“This isn’t going to meet, it’s going to beat him up!” Tian Ai waved her fist fiercely, “Don’t 
worry about that, let’s give him a beating first when we meet to help you out.” 

“But ……” there was some worry in Gu Qingying’s eyes. 

The words were not finished when the phone suddenly rang. 

One look at the caller ID, Gu Qing Ying’s pretty face changed abruptly. 



For a moment, she hesitated. 

Seeing this scene, Tian Xin’s heart flinched: “Who’s calling?” 

The tears that Gu Qingying had just stopped filled her eyes once again. 

“It’s him?” 

Tian Ai raised an eyebrow and suddenly grabbed Gu Qingying’s mobile phone and 
picked up the call. 

In a low voice, she asked, “Where are you?” 

On the phone, Chen Dong was a little stunned, “Who are you?” 

“Never mind who I am, I’m bringing Qingying to you now!” 

Over the phone, Chen Dong was silent for a few seconds. 

Then joyfully, he gave out an address, which was a hotel near Gu Qingying’s home. 

Pop! 

After hanging up the phone. 

Tian Ai returned the phone to Gu Qingying and patted Gu Qingying’s shoulder by the 
way, “Alright now, I’ll definitely help you teach him a good lesson later.” 

Looking at Tian Ai, she was full of confidence. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re getting into. 

Did …… really want to see him? 

On the other hand, after hanging up the phone, Chen Dong was ecstatic and stood up, 
a change from his previous disheveled and despondent look. 

The voice of the strange woman on the phone gave him a feeling of déjà vu. 

But that was all it was. 

He didn’t have the heart to think about it, what he was more concerned about now was 
that the woman was bringing Gu Qingying to him. 

This …… was really a big help! 



Chen Dong went into the bathroom and rewashed and tidied up a bit. 

Then there was a long wait. 

When the phone rang again, the word “wife” on the caller ID made Chen Dong smile 
with joy. 

He picked up the phone and the same gruff, feeble voice was on the other end. 

“Come to the hotel car park! Immediately, right now!” 

Pop! 

The phone hung up. 

Chen Dong froze for a moment, this voice, why did it sound more and more familiar? 

Where on earth had …… he seen it before? 

Shaking his head, he busily walked out of the room and headed towards the downstairs 
of the hotel. 

In the hotel car park, Gu Qingying and Tian Ai were sitting in the Lamborghini. 

Gu Qingying’s hands were clenched together, and her expression was complicated to 
the extreme. 

There was tension, worry, and a sentiment that words could hardly describe. 

Tian Ai put down her phone and glanced at Gu Qingying, “Qingying, you watch from the 
car later, I have to teach him a lesson all over the place.” 

As she said that, she also moved her neck and wrists while making clicking sounds. 

She was very aggressive and showed her horizontal colour. 

Gu Qingying sat at the side, silent. 

Only her eyes looked in the direction of the hotel from time to time. 

Finally, a familiar figure appeared in sight. 

“Ai Ai, he’s here.” 

Gu Qingying suddenly said. 



“Look at me!” 

Tian Ai angrily opened the car door and closed it with a bang, stepping forward and 
walking directly towards Chen Dong in the distance. 

It was only because of the distance and the fact that Chen Dong entered the car park 
and looked left and right to find Gu Qingying that Tian Ai did not get a good look at 
Chen Dong’s face. 

And in another corner, inside the Rolls-Royce car. 

The couple, Gu Guohua and Tian Ai’s parents, were also watching Chen Dong, who 
had walked into the car park, with an awe-inspiring expression. 

Seeing Tian Ai get out of the car, she walked towards Chen Dong in an aggressive 
manner. 

Tian Ai’s parents smiled at once. 

Tian Ai’s father even patted Gu Guohua’s shoulder, “Old Gu, watch out, my baby 
daughter has not trained for nothing these years, I will definitely help you to give this 
beast a severe beating.” 

Meanwhile. 

Tian Ai, who was walking towards Chen Dong, her willow brows gradually knitted up. 

The anger on her face, too, gradually disappeared. 

Looking at the figure that was looking left and right, as it drew closer. 

“Why does it look more and more familiar?” 

Puzzled, Tian Ai did not stop in her tracks. 

Instead, she suddenly let out a stern shout at Chen Dong: “Hey, are you Qing Ying’s 
husband?” 

Hearing the stern shout. 

Chen Dong, who had looked around at no one else, was busy looking at the sound. 

As soon as he saw Tian Ai, he was stunned. 

Tian Ai, too, stopped abruptly and looked at Chen Dong in astonishment. 



That familiar cold face was like a heavy hammer that hit her eyes hard in an instant. 

“It’s you?” 

“It’s you?” 

Almost simultaneously, Chen Dong and Tian Ai exclaimed in unison. 

“Where’s my wife?” Chen Dong followed closely with a follow-up question. 

“You’re really Qing Ying’s husband?” 

Tian Ai’s pretty face instantly turned red, her expression embarrassed to the point of 
panic. 

This, what the hell was going on here? 

Qing Ying’s husband, the saviour? 
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“Where’s my wife?” 

Chen Dong walked towards Tian Ai with quick steps. 

He did not expect Gu Qingying to know Tian Ai, but he remembered that Tian Ai had 
said on the phone earlier that she had brought Gu Qingying with her. 

He only wanted to see Gu Qingying at this moment! 

Seeing Chen Dong walking towards him. 

Tian Ai’s pretty face turned red and she was terrified and at a loss for words. 

There was no longer the arrogance and viciousness of a moment ago. 

There was only a strong sense of shock. 

In sight, as the distance drew closer, Chen Dong’s face was like a heavy hammer, 
viciously smashing against Tian Ai’s eyes. 

“Ah!” 

Abruptly, Tian Ai let out a scream, turned around and scattered. 



This scream. 

Chen Dong froze in place, “? 0?” 

In the Lamborghini, Gu Qingying was also confused. 

In the Rolls-Royce, Gu Guohua, the couple and Tian Ai’s parents, were also confused. 

What was this …… situation? 

Tian Ai flew back to the Lamborghini as if she had received a great fright. 

Under Gu Qingying’s stunned gaze, she started the car, kicked the accelerator, and 
drove off with a direct tail-drift towards the outside of the car park. 

The sudden change of events took Gu Qing Ying by surprise. 

Instinctively, she looked through the car window at Chen Dong who was frozen in place. 

At the same time as she looked out, Chen Dong also finally came back to his senses 
and gazed at the Lamborghini. 

In this instant, the two exchanged glances and collided with each other. 

The face that they had been longing for was imprinted into their eyes. 

“Little Shadow!” 

Chen Dong shouted, panicking and running wildly after the car. 

But the frightened Tian Ai froze and drove the car as fast as she could, disappearing 
from Chen Dong’s sight in a flash of smoke. 

Chen Dong stopped where he was, lost in thought: “You, why don’t you want to see 
me? I just came to admit my mistake!” 

“What the hell is going on here?” 

Tian Ai’s father woke up with a start, patting his head but unable to think clearly, and 
asked the driver to start the car. 

It was clearly Tian Ai who had gone to fix Chen Dong, but when she saw Chen Dong, 
how could she turn around and run away like a scared rabbit? 

Gu Guohua and his wife also looked at each other in disbelief and confusion. 



The Lamborghini whistled as it sped down the road. 

Tian Ai was in a state of shock, looking at the car while her eyes were staring straight 
ahead, but her mouth was murmuring as if she was hysterical. 

“It can’t be, how can it be? Why is this happening?” 

And Gu Qingying, who had just exchanged a glance with Chen Dong. 

At this moment, she lowered her head in despondency and gloom, her hands clenched 
together so tightly that her nails even scratched her skin. 

Silently, crystal tears flowed down the corners of her eyes. 

The time it took to return to the villa was cut nearly in half by Tian Ai’s windy pace. 

Crunch! 

The Lamborghini stopped directly on the road in the villa’s garden. 

Inside the car, there was silence. 

Tian Ai was dazed and lost in thought, and shock was written all over her pretty face. 

Thinking about what had just happened. 

She felt as if her body was on fire. 

My God! 

I’ve gone crazy, why did I think of teaching him a lesson? 

Then, her gaze fell on Gu Qingying, who had always been silent, and she confirmed 
again incredulously, “Xiao Ying, that guy is really your husband? His …… name is Chen 
Dong?” 

“Mm.” Gu Qingying raised her head and smiled sadly, long before tears flowed down 
her face. 

Tian Ai’s delicate body trembled, a moment of speechlessness. 

What kind of destiny was this? 

At this time, the Rolls Royce finally drove into the villa as well. 



As soon as it pulled up, Gu Guohua and his wife and Tian Ai’s parents hurriedly got out 
and ran to the Lamborghini. 

Pulling open the door, Gu Guohua asked in astonishment. 

“Tian Ai, what the hell just happened?” 

Faced with the burning gaze of the four elders, Tian Ai could not wait to find a hole in 
the ground to burrow into. 

“You child, say something instead.” 

Tian Ai’s father urged, “You said you were going to teach him a lesson, but why did you 
instead run away first as if you had seen a ghost?” 

At his words. 

Rao Gu Qingying also looked at Tian Ai in confusion. 

Just now, Tian Ai’s reaction when she saw Chen Dong was too abnormal! 

“I ……” 

Tian Ai rubbed her face with a frightened look, “I, I didn’t dare to teach him a lesson.” 

What?! 

Several people froze at the same time. 

Gu Guohua’s gaze flashed, could it be that Tian Ai knew Chen Dong’s identity 
background? 

“What do you mean you don’t dare to teach him a lesson?” 

Tian Ai’s father pursued, he knew his daughter’s character, with this incident today, 
even if it was the King of Heaven, Tian Ai would probably dare to pick a layer of skin off. 

However. 

Tian Ai said, “He is my life-saving benefactor.” 

Boom! 

Everyone, including Gu Qingying, was dumbfounded. 



Immediately after, Tian Ai said once again, “It was Chen Dong who helped me in the 
hijacking incident, if not for his secret help, I would have died on the plane.” 

As soon as the words were spoken, it was as if another thunderstorm had struck, 
causing the faces of everyone present to change dramatically. 

All four of Gu Guohua were dumbfounded and their jaws dropped. 

“Little Shadow, your husband is the saviour in the hijacking incident!” Tian Ai’s pretty 
face flushed red, at this moment, she could not wait to find a hole in the ground to 
burrow into. 

On the plane, if not for Chen Dong’s help, she would have died at the hands of the 
bandits. 

On the contrary, she was actually thinking of teaching Chen Dong a lesson? 

“My husband …… is the saviour?” Gu Qingying’s beautiful eyes were horrified, unable 
to return to her senses for half a day. 

Which girl did not expect her husband to be a great hero? 

But now she and Chen Dong were in a situation that made Gu Qingying have a sense 
of uncertainty not knowing whether to be happy or to cry. 

Tian Ai looked at Gu Qingying who was lost in thought and suddenly a look of envy 
came into her eyes. 

She murmured softly, “So, he didn’t want this merit badge and rushed to time just to 
admit his mistake to you.” 

A single word, as if a large invisible hand, quietly tugged at Gu Qingying’s heartstrings. 

At this moment, her expression was complicated to the extreme, and her heart was 
even more tumultuous. 

The faces of Gu Guohua and his wife and Tian Ai’s parents also turned strange. 

Earlier they were still talking about why the Saviour didn’t want merit, but it turned out 
that …… was for Gu Qingying? 

Tian Ai’s father, in particular, couldn’t help but blurt out, “Not even wanting such a big 
merit badge to come all the way here to apologize to you Xiao Ying, this kid shouldn’t 
treat you the way we think he does?” 

These words were like water poured into a hot pot. 



It instantly caused Gu Qingying and Gu Guohua’s couple’s hearts to explode. 

Gu Guohua looked a little sulky: “That beast has already betrayed my daughter, is it not 
sympathetic to do so now? No matter how much he has given up, he can’t get away 
with betraying my daughter!” 

“Old Gu, calm down!” 

Tian Ai’s father said anxiously, “I didn’t say this doesn’t exist either, it’s just that I think 
that this boy can give up such a great feat just to see Xiao Ying as soon as possible, he 
must have come with a heart and is not some wolfish person.” 

“Good heavens, you ……” 

Gu Guohua was still going to argue. 

However, Tian Ai suddenly said, “Uncle Gu, this merit, falling on me is enough to make 
me rise three levels in a row, even if Chen Dong, that is also a chance to become 
internationally famous, if he really doesn’t care about Xiao Ying, he would say he 
doesn’t want it just because he is in a hurry?” 

With one sentence, Gu Guohua was left speechless. 

“Xiao Ying, what do you think?” Li Wanqing suddenly spoke. 

A line of eyes instantly fell on Gu Qingying. 

In the end, their opinions and words were all personal, everything depended on Gu 
Qingying’s decision. 

“Little Shadow, how about returning a call and meeting?” Tian Ai carefully inquired. 

Gu Qingying was in a trance. 

Facing Tian Ai, she hesitated. 

In the end, she picked up the phone. 

With a hint of expectation, she dialed Chen Dong’s number. 

Only, the phone was hung up after just one ring …… 

Gu Qingying’s delicate body trembled as she listened to the blind tone in the phone, and 
her heart instantly soured to the core. 

What exactly did he …… mean? 



Chapter 456 

Inside the hotel car park. 

Chen Dong’s brow was locked and his face was as cold as frost. 

In his right hand he held his mobile phone, the screen still lit up. 

He narrowed his eyes and looked coldly into the darkness of the opposite corner. 

“Do you know how long I’ve been waiting for this call?” 

Snapping …… snapping …… 

The sound of footsteps sounded slowly, unusually clear in the silent car park. 

After Gu Qingying had left in Tian Ai’s car, Chen Dong had remained stunned and lost 
in the car park. 

Forgive him, but he was wondering what had just happened. 

Loss, despondency, resignation, all sorts of emotions were intertwined, making him 
irritable. 

After waiting for a long time, the phone rang. 

When he saw that it was Gu Qingying’s call, Chen Dong was instantly ecstatic. 

But without waiting for him to answer the phone, an overpowering and piercing killing 
intent came from the dark corner. 

So, he hung up the phone. 

“I, for one, have only been ordered to kill you.” 

In the darkness, a pitch-black figure gradually walked out. 

Chen Dong’s gaze stared. 

The person was dressed in a tight-fitting suit, somewhat similar to a ninja, and had two 
katanas, one long and one short, hanging from his body. 

The only eyes that were revealed were emitting a shadowy and cold glow. 

Like poisonous snakes, they were locked on him with a deadly gaze. 



“On whose orders?” Chen Dong asked. 

“Receiving money from others and eliminating disasters with others, you are insulting 
my professional ethics by asking this.” 

The black shadow slowly walked towards Chen Dong, his voice raspy with endless 
coldness, and suddenly opened his voice: “Unless, add money.” 

Chen Dong: “……” 

Who was insulting whom here? 

Clang! 

At the moment he was dazed, a cold maneuver suddenly burst across the air. 

The slender katana reflected a blindingly cold light in the light. 

The black shadow was like lightning as it charged directly towards Chen Dong. 

“No more money?” 

Chen Dong bowed his body, the corners of his mouth curled up in a morose cold smile. 

Buzz! 

As the katana set off a wind-breaking whistle, it slashed down on his head. 

He launched himself brazenly, shifting his body sideways and delivering a direct whip 
kick to the black shadow’s abdomen. 

The kick was powerful. 

It even set off a buzzing sound. 

Chen Dong had no doubt about the power of his kick. 

The day-to-day training had long since given him the power to break stone slabs with 
this kick. 

However. 

Clang! 

A cold light flashed once again. 



Not good! 

Chen Dong’s pupils suddenly tightened. 

In his line of sight, the black shadow pulled out his short knife with great speed and cut 
directly vertically towards his right leg. 

Poof! 

A cluster of fresh blood, along with the momentum of the short knife, spilled into the air. 

Bang! 

In a flash of lightning, Chen Dong smashed his fist into the Black Shadow’s chest. 

As the black shadow retreated, he also staggered back. 

A sharp pain struck his right calf. 

“That was close!” 

Chen Dong’s heart and soul trembled, the speed of the black shadow in front of him 
was so fast that it sent chills down his back. 

If he hadn’t reacted quickly just now and relied hard on his body to drag the force of his 
right leg out, otherwise the black shadow’s short knife would have done more than just 
cut through his skin. 

Instead, it would have …… gone straight to the bone! 

Chen Dong’s eyebrows knitted together as he stared coldly at the black shadow 
opposite him. 

A ninja master, it was not that he had never seen one before. 

When the original assassination mission of the Hidden Kill Organization, Dangben 
Shingo was a ninja. 

But he was a serious Shinigami List assassin. 

But what about the man in front of him? 

In the brief exchange of blows just now, the black shadow’s combat power was no less 
than that of the original Donbon Makoto! 

“Very strong!” 



The Black Shadow suddenly let out a laugh. 

In the next second, his body was like lightning as he charged directly towards Chen 
Dong. 

The long and short swords in his hands brought forth a whistling and humming sound, 
setting off pieces of cold remnants of light. 

It was wielded as if it were a wall, dripping with water. 

A majestic and monstrous killing intent burst out from the black shadow. 

It was so overwhelming that Chen Dong was shaken. 

Seeing the black shadow rushing towards him. 

Without a second thought, Chen Dong turned around and ran. 

He was not a cross breed, let alone a reckless man. 

He would not be disrupted when he broke off. 

The opponent’s combat strength was no weaker than that of the original Doomoto 
Shingo, and he even had a blade in his hand. 

Leaving a hard fight would only end up plunging himself into the abyss. 

He remembered how much trouble he had gone through to kill Donbon Makoto back 
then. 

If he really wanted to fight this black shadow, he would at least need a blade in his 
hand! 

Otherwise, if there was not a huge difference in strength, it would be a fool’s errand to 
try to enter a white blade with an empty hand! 

But while escaping, Chen Dong was puzzled in his heart. 

Because from the beginning to the end, the black shadow’s language and tone of voice 
were the same as his own. 

It was not at all like that of the original Dang Ben Zhen Wu, even though the words were 
clear, the lame tone in the accent could still be clearly distinguished. 

Whoosh whoosh …… 



The sound of breaking wind crinkled up behind him, densely packed. 

“Bitterless?!” 

Shocked in his heart, Chen Dong’s feet flew fast, running forward while his feet kept 
changing positions. 

A stalk of bitterless and a shuriken whistled as they brushed past him. 

They hit the car park floor and pillars, sending sparks into the air. 

“You won’t get away with this!” 

The husky voice of the black shadow behind him sounded like a fatal Sanskrit chant. 

Whoosh! 

Almost simultaneously, Chen Dong felt a tearing wind sound in his ears. 

Poof! 

There was a sharp pain in his right arm, as if he had been bitten by a poisonous snake. 

Slot! 

Chen Dong’s heart sank and he twisted his head to see that a wound had been cut on 
his right arm by the bitterness. 

The flesh was turning out and blood was gurgling. 

But the pain that seemed like the bite of a poisonous snake was definitely not just a cut. 

“Poison?” 

Chen Dong’s pupils tightened, but his speed did not dare to slow down even a bit. 

Sure enough. 

The black shadow behind him snickered, “How far can you run when you’re poisoned? 
Do you know how a Komodo lizard hunts for food?” 

When a Komodo lizard hunts, after it bites its prey, it does not fight to the death, but 
relies on the bacteria in its mouth to “poison” the prey’s wounds, and when the prey 
escapes, the Komodo lizard follows after it, waiting until the prey is poisoned, then it 
moves forward and feasts on it. 



Clearly, the dark figure’s words mean that he doesn’t care whether he escapes or not. 

As long as the wound was poisoned, there would be a time when the poison would flare 
up, and then, that would be the moment when the Black Shadow would really strike with 
all his might! 

“Damn it, who the hell are you?” 

As he ran wildly, Chen Dong panicked a little at once. 

He wasn’t afraid to fight the Black Shadow hard and run away, just to buy time to 
manoeuvre, but whenever he could find a tool that could be used as a weapon, he had 
the courage to turn around bravely and meet it head on. 

But now, poisoned! 

“On the road to yellow spring, I’ll burn paper to tell you.” 

The black shadow’s laughter was full of mockery: “Just now, I asked you to raise your 
money, but you didn’t, now it’s too late!” 

Chen Dong suddenly laughed. 

The smile was cold and stern. 

“Then it depends on you, whether you can kill me or not!” 

Ahead, was the car park exit, as long as he ran out, even if it was night, but exposed to 
broad daylight, he did not believe that the killer would dare to continue to chase after 
him. 

As long as he bought time, he would have time to save his life! 

“Did you think that if you ran out, I wouldn’t be able to hunt you down?” 

Just as the thought started, a snort of laughter from the black shadow rang out behind 
him. 

Chen Dong’s heart gave a vicious twitch. 

With a grit of his teeth, he rushed up the slope of the car park. 

However, upon seeing the situation outside the car park, he was completely 
dumbfounded …… 
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Chapter 457 

Outside the car park, there is a road. 

And, there was quite a lot of traffic. 

Chen Dong remembered it very clearly. 

But the road in front of him was empty, not a single car. 

The streetlights on both sides were faintly yellow, the sky was drizzling with drizzle, and 
the wet ground made the faint yellow streetlights look even dimmer. 

“An early road closure?” 

Chen Dong quickly reacted and shuddered. 

He snorted out a laugh, “In order to kill me, Chen Dong, you actually have the ability to 
seal the road, it seems that my life, in your eyes, is important.” 

Buzz! 

A buzzing sound exploded behind him, accompanied by the sound of hurried footsteps. 

Chen Dong, who was laughing, had a sudden flash of bloodthirsty ferocity in his eyes. 

He turned around brazenly and faced the long knife slashing down on his head, without 
dodging. 

With a fist, he blasted directly at the black shadow head-on. 

Buzz! 

Almost at the same time, as if the black shadow had expected it, the short blade quickly 
shielded towards the heart. 

To be precise, it was to slice directly at Chen Dong’s wrist. 

However. 

Just at the moment the short blade was about to cut into Chen Dong’s wrist. 

Chen Dong’s right fist violently changed an angle and went straight upwards. 

Bang! 



A powerful punch was thrown heavily at the black shadow’s chin. 

Under the tremendous force, the black shadow leaned back in an instant and fell heavily 
to the ground. 

“There is no way to run, killing you is the way!” 

A seeping killing intent emanated from Chen Dong’s body. 

At this moment, his aura changed drastically, as if he was plucking a mountain from the 
flat earth. 

His fierce and vicious gaze was as if he was a bloodthirsty beast, locking onto his prey. 

But, just as he took a step, he was about to take advantage of his victory to pursue him. 

The moment his right foot lifted, he suddenly swayed and landed heavily on the ground 
again. 

A strong sense of vertigo was like a tidal wave. 

In a flash, Chen Dong felt that the sky was spinning and his head was dizzy. 

Even looking at the black shadows on the ground turned into looking at layers of heavy 
shadows. 

“Did the toxicity kick in so quickly?” 

Chen Dong shook his head hard, the weakness that he could not resist all over his body 
left him with no ability to continue fighting. 

With a fierce grit of his teeth, he turned around and ran towards the empty road. 

The dark figure was first startled, then slowly rose from the ground. 

The long and short knife in his hand swung, bringing up a buzzing sound. 

A cold laugh that sounded like a hypnotic Sanskrit sound was emitted, “The poison has 
kicked in, wait to be hunted and eaten.” 

He ran wildly along with Chen Dong, his speed soaring. 

But he was in no hurry, just hanging far behind Chen Dong, making sure that Chen 
Dong would not get out of his line of sight. 

If it was before, he wouldn’t have minded ending Chen Dong in advance. 



But just now, at the entrance and exit of the car park, Chen Dong’s brazen counter-
attack had caused a huge wave to rise in the Black Shadow’s heart. 

This was no ordinary prey! 

With his terrifying fighting instincts, even Black Shadow’s heart was scared. 

Until the desperate moment, he did not dare to guarantee that Chen Dong would not 
suddenly pull off a miraculous flip-flop. 

Under the cover of the night. 

Chen Dong’s footsteps were weak and he was running for his life. 

The poison was kicking in, and the growing weakness was causing him to lose strength 
and consciousness rapidly. 

But he dared not stop, for the moment he did, he would be greeted by the black 
shadow’s butcher’s knife. 

Right now, he was not even halfway capable of resisting in front of the Black Shadow at 
full strength. 

Run! 

Desperate to escape! 

We cannot stop! 

Stopping was death! 

Chen Dong felt his body growing weaker and weaker, and his breathing became 
laboured. 

In a trance, he felt some wetness at the tip of his nose. 

When he raised his hand to touch it, it was crimson nosebleed. 

This poison …… was kicking in too fast! 

Chen Dong’s heart sank to the bottom, and at this moment, there was even a sense of 
desperate fear. 

The poisonous attack is too fast, the assassination site is blocked in advance, how can 
this still escape? 



Even though his consciousness was rapidly blurring at this moment, Chen Dong was 
still clear. 

The one who wanted to kill him was definitely not just the black shadow man behind 
him. 

The one who could block an entire road in advance could never be the one who could 
do it. 

In desperation, he took out his mobile phone and instinctively tried to call for help. 

But when the first sound of the phone rang, he was struck by lightning and hung up the 
phone in a panic. 

It was Gu Qingying’s number that he had dialled, because he had woken up with a start. 

In such a life-and-death situation, asking Gu Qingying and the others for help was 
obviously impossible. 

What’s more, he was unwilling to bring such danger to Gu Qingying and the child in her 
belly. 

But on the other side of the ocean, who else could there be but the Gu family? 

Consciousness was getting blurred. 

His footsteps were getting staggered and weak. 

Chen Dong’s eyes were becoming hollow and dull, and the blood in his nasal cavity had 
turned from a flow at the beginning to a gush. 

Blood stained the clothes on his chest, giving him an incomparably messy appearance. 

Chen Dong gripped his mobile phone tightly, his remaining sanity allowing him to turn a 
direction and run towards a nearby housing estate. 

Running along the road when it was blocked would not help at all. 

The group could block the road, but not the scattered housing blocks. 

The pace was getting slower and slower. 

Weaving through the narrow alleyways, Chen Dong’s whole body had a shaky feeling of 
powerlessness. 



And as his steps slowed down, the black shadow behind him was slowing down in step 
with him. 

Chen Dong snorted, “Shouldn’t you come up and give me a slash right away?” 

“I’m afraid of you.” 

The black shadow’s voice was calm, but he did not hide his inner thoughts. 

The scene at the exit of the car park had given him a deep warning. 

In his eyes, Chen Dong was just like a beast that was trapped in a fight. 

A fierce beast, only when it is truly dead, will it lose its fierce beastly appearance. 

When death had not yet come and there was still a breath left, with a little carelessness, 
the fierce beast could still explode with the ferocity he deserved. 

“Heh!” 

Chen Dong pulled the corner of his mouth, but he was snickering in his heart. 

There was still a slight chance …… 

At this moment, he was well aware of his own state, if this black shadow killer was not 
cautious, all he needed to do was to catch up and flick a knife, and it would all be over. 

Ahead, there was light. 

Sweeping down the alleyway, the wind that swept in became stronger. 

There was also a hint of fishy salt. 

Was that the sea? 

Chen Dong’s consciousness had drifted to the point where he could stifle his head and 
fall to the ground at any moment. 

As the distance drew closer, the sound of the waves could already be vaguely heard. 

“Hey, ahead is the end of the road.” The black shadow smiled teasingly, “The Komodo 
lizard’s prey will be in his mouth soon.” 

Chen Dong’s body swayed and a fishy sweetness came to his throat. 

Poof! 



A mouthful of blood spurted out, staining the walls of the narrow alleyway red. 

He held onto the wall with his left hand and also stepped forward, while his right hand 
clutched his mobile phone. 

He couldn’t stop! 

If he stopped, he would have no chance at all. 

In a trance, he suddenly had a flash of light. 

It seemed that …… had someone to call for help! 

His blurred vision stared at the phone, and his right hand trembled as he rummaged 
through the records. 

Finally, the number was found. 

Dialed it out. 

With just one beep, the call was answered. 

“Help me, I’m at ……” 

“Mayday? Bastard!” 

The dark shadow noticed Chen Dong’s move and suddenly exploded with anger. 

Whoosh! 

A dart shot out. 

Poof! 

The dart pierced into Chen Dong’s back. 

Chen Dong, however, stumbled forward stiffly. 

“Where is it?” 

The phone exploded with the sound of a pale, alarmed chase. 

At that moment, Chen Dong finally walked out of the alleyway, but the scene in front of 
him made him completely despair. 

There was indeed the sea ahead, but in front of him was a cliff with no way out! 



“Die!” 

Behind him, the black shadow’s voice suddenly sounded like thunder. 

Chen Dong turned around brazenly, and with his blurred vision, he saw the black 
shadow as far as he could see. 

Vaguely, he felt a cold glint in the air. 

“Heh!” 

Chen Dong’s hollow and blurred eyes suddenly popped out with a flash of essence. 

Just as the long blade was about to fall. 

He turned around brazenly and leapt without hesitation …… 
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“It’s moving, Grandpa his eyelids are moving!” 

In his ears, a voice of surprise rang out. 

“I’m not dead? Saved?” 

Chen Dong gradually became conscious. 

A strong feeling of weakness made him so weak that he could not even open his eyes. 

Intense pain wrapped around his whole body, as if countless sharp needles were 
pricking him. 

But he could hear clearly the sound of surprise, which was Ye Linglong’s. 

Immediately after, Ye Yuanqiu’s voice rang out in his ears. 

“Thank God, you have finally passed the dangerous period, don’t move around, the 
toxicity has penetrated deep into your blood, it’s your good fortune to have survived, 
recuperate well.” 

Chen Dong’s heart stepped down. 

Finally, he had escaped a disaster. 

When faced with the black shadow butcher’s knife, he chose to jump into the sea 
without hesitation. 



It was to take the opportunity of falling into the sea to tell Ye Yuanqiu where he was. 

The word “waiting for death” had never been in Chen Dong’s vocabulary. 

Even if it was a one in a billion chance, he had to take a chance. 

Standing still, he would only be killed by the black shadow with a single slash. 

And falling into the vast ocean, giving Ye Yuanqiu a chance to help, even if the chance 
is slim, is better than being killed by a single slash. 

Hooray …… he bet right! 

“Linglong, take good care of Mr. Chen.” Ye Yuanqiu’s commanding voice rang in his 
ears. 

“Ha?!” 

Ye Linglong gave a startled cry and said with some dissatisfaction, “Grandpa, I’m a 
woman and he’s a man, men and women are not related, you don’t care about your 
granddaughter at all na?” 

“If your heart is clear, everything will be clear, what can you do if you are always 
thinking about the affairs of men and women?” 

Ye Yuanqiu let out a strange laugh, “Mr. Chen is an ancestor of the Hong Society’s 
Yuan generation, it is your honor to take care of him, those little brats are eager to come 
and take care of Mr. Chen, grandpa letting you take care of him is to help you open the 
back door.” 

Chen Dong lost his smile in his heart. 

Ye Yuanqiu was really good at making things up. 

The sound of footsteps faded away as Ye Yuanqiu walked away. 

Silence returned to his ears. 

Following closely, Chen Dong felt something approaching. 

The fragrance hit his nose, and a burst of hot air and chanting whispers followed in his 
ears. 

“Can you hear me?” 

Chen Dong: “……” 



Hearing is hearing, just can’t tell you ah. 

“Ugh …… a nice person, why did you make yourself so miserable.” 

Ye Linglong sighed and exhaled in Chen Dong’s ear, “It’s also thanks to your life that 
you knew to ask for help from our Hong Society, our Hong Society’s strength over here 
is not for nothing, with just one phone call from you, you were fished out of the vast sea, 
are you now a little glad you joined the Hong Society?” 

Ye Linglong’s words caused Chen Dong to have mixed feelings in his heart. 

When he first joined the Hong Society, he was forced to do so. 

But now, this life was also truly retrieved by the Hong Society. 

“You’ve been in a coma for seven days now, but in order to snatch you back from the 
ghost gate, Grandpa and the Dragon Head used the power of the entire Hong Society.” 

Ye Linglong murmured in a low voice with a bit of resentment, “I’ve been beside you for 
seven days and seven nights, when exactly will you open your eyes na?” 

“Seven days?” 

Chen Dong’s heart shook, seven days, Xiao Ying’s side …… 

He remembered that Gu Qingying had called him exactly before the accident. 

It was just that the killing machine had already descended at that time, and he had no 
time to be distracted, so he hung up that phone call. 

The turnaround between him and Gu Qingying also ended from that one phone call 
hanging up. 

Now that seven days had passed, what would become of his wife’s side? 

Just as he was worried, Ye Linglong’s voice rang in his ears once again. 

“After lying down for seven days and seven nights, let me wipe your body.” 

Ye Linglong’s voice rang out, followed closely by footsteps moving away. 

Chen Dong was lying motionless on the bed, but a rumble exploded in his mind. 

Wiping his body? 

How could this be done? 



Men and women don’t get along, let alone I’m married! 

Soon, the sound of footsteps reappeared, getting closer and closer. 

Chen Dong panicked, his heart shouting “No!” as he struggled to free himself. 

No, even if he could move his mouth and say the word no at this moment, he would 
definitely be able to call Ye Linglong off. 

But damn it, he was too weak to move his eyelids, let alone speak. 

“Let me make it clear first, just like my grandfather said, I have no other thoughts about 
you, even though I am a girl.” 

Ye Linglong’s voice suddenly rang out, seemingly comforting Chen Dong, but also 
seemingly comforting herself, “You have been in a coma for seven days and seven 
nights, all because I helped you wipe your body every day, you have woken up now, but 
you can’t think that I, a girl, have any other thoughts about you.” 

The words fell. 

Chen Dong then heard the sound of water and the sound of rubbing the towel. 

Immediately after, he felt some coldness on his chest and his clothes were slowly 
uncovered. 

A silky touch slowly swept across his chest. 

Even if it was very slight, he still felt that it was Ye Linglong’s hand! 

“No, stop, you can’t do this!” 

Chen Dong shouted in his heart. 

But it could not stop Ye Linglong at all, and the water-stained fingertips gently traced 
across his chest. 

Then, it paused at a point in front of the chest. 

Ye Linglong leisurely marveled, “This muscle line, after seeing it over and over again, it 
is still so beautiful.” 

Chen Dong: “……” 

Didn’t we fucking say we had no other ideas? 



Ye Linglong, you’re afraid you’re a werewolf, right? 

Immediately afterwards, Chen Dong felt the towel fall onto his chest, gently wiping over 
every inch of skin on his chest under Ye Linglong’s gentle force. 

The wet and cool feeling, invading his pores, was indeed much more comfortable than 
the sticky feeling just now. 

But at this moment, Chen Dong’s whole body was a little messed up. 

He didn’t even care whether his body was comfortable or not. 

Rather, shouldn’t a man be the one to do something like wiping his body? 

He wanted to resist, he wanted to stop it. 

But at this moment, he was simply incapable of doing so. 

It was as if he was a fish on a chopping board, at Ye Linglong’s mercy. 

“How in the world did you train your body? I’ve only seen such muscle proportions in 
Roman sculptures.” 

While wiping Chen Dong’s body, Ye Linglong exclaimed, “Such muscular tissues must 
be able to explode with great strength when exercising.” 

Chen Dong had a feeling of wanting to cry without tears. 

At this moment, he was grief-stricken and aggrieved to the extreme. 

Even in his dreams, he had never imagined that he would have such a scene with Ye 
Linglong. 

Soon, the chest was finished being wiped. 

Ye Linglong’s voice followed, “You bear the pain a little, I’ll help you flip it.” 

Passively enduring the sharp pain from the body turning over, Chen Dong’s entire body 
was terrified and helpless. 

Lying on his back, a gush of coolness from the water stains of the towel soon hit his 
back. 

While panicking, Chen Dong could also notice that Ye Linglong had wiped very 
carefully, not missing a single inch, not a single point. 



It could be seen that this girl was very dedicated. 

This made Chen Dong feel very touched in his heart. 

How many people under the sky, apart from his parents and his wife, could do such a 
thing? 

However, with Ye Linglong’s words, the emotion that Chen Dong had just felt instantly 
crumbled away. 

All that was left was endless panic. 

“Alright, the upper half of your body is wiped, it’s time to wipe the lower half.” 

Boom! 

Chen Dong instantly panicked to the extreme. 

Ye Linglong …… Are you really not treating yourself as an outsider? 
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No! 

No! 

Stop! 

Chen Dong cried out in his heart, frantic to the extreme at this moment. 

But he didn’t even have the chance to stop it. 

There was a rustling sound. 

The icy cold touch made Chen Dong collapse. 

The lower half …… of his body really doesn’t need to be wiped ah. 

Ye Linglong you are a girl, men and women are not related, you be a person, right? 

Chen Dong could clearly feel Ye Linglong’s hands moving down, the kind of wet 
fingertips touching the skin, bringing a cool sensation, as if over electricity. 

Finally, Chen Dong felt a chill. 



“Hiss~” 

A simultaneous sound of Ye Linglong sucking in cold air rang out in his ears. 

It was over …… 

Chen Dong was completely desperate. 

At this moment, he was like a fish on a chopping board, and could only let Ye Linglong 
“slaughter” him. 

Immediately afterwards. 

“The most important thing is that you have been watching for seven days now. 

The sound of Ye Linglong’s deep breathing suddenly sounded in his ears. 

Then, Chen Dong suddenly heard that this girl was reciting the scriptures in a serious 
manner. 

“The Bodhisattva of Contemplation, when practicing the deep wave paramita is many, 
illuminates the emptiness of all five aggregates, and transmutes all sufferings and evils 
……” 

Listening to the sound of the decadent sutra in his ears, he felt the coldness of the towel 
rubbing against his thighs. 

Chen Dong wanted to cry without tears. 

However, he could also feel that Ye Linglong had ultimately maintained restraint when 
she was carefully rubbing his body. 

There were some places that should not be rubbed, but were not rubbed at all. 

This allowed Chen Dong, who was in the midst of a collapse, to find the slightest bit of 
solace. 

But this scrubbing, which was supposed to make people feel more comfortable, had a 
feeling of torture for Chen Dong, who was awake at this time. 

Guilt, helplessness, despair and self-reproach were all intertwined. 

It was like a sharp knife plucking out flesh and scraping out bones. 

It lasted for nearly ten minutes. 



Finally. 

“Alright, great work is done!” 

Ye Linglong’s voice sounded like heavenly music to Chen Dong. 

At this moment, Chen Dong suddenly felt a sense of relief and happiness. 

Finally …… was over. 

The sound of water from Ye Linglong’s towels echoed in his ears. 

Soon, the sound of footsteps rang out. 

Ye Linglong left. 

Chen Dong lay on the bed, surrounded by silence. 

At this moment of silence, his thoughts gradually came to life. 

The killer that night, who had sent him? 

If he could block the whole road and send the killer, it was obvious that the mastermind 
behind it must be a big shot. 

But did I have enemies across the ocean? 

Thoughts were rushing in, but they seemed to be tangled up like rotten cotton wool. 

Chen Dong couldn’t understand that he clearly had no enemies on the other side of the 
ocean. 

All his focus was on the fight for the Chen family’s headship. 

The enemies that had sprung up were all related to the position of family head, or to the 
people around him. 

But now, one by one, all those enemies were trampled under his feet. 

And from the beginning to the end, Chen Dong had never even put his hand, on this 
side of the ocean. 

Not even a dyed-in-the-wool, let alone an enemy? 

Unable to think, the feeling of exhaustion seemed to come in a tidal wave. 



“The body is still too weak to even think deeply enough to bear it.” 

Chen Dong lamented in his heart, according to Ye Yuanqiu’s words, surviving was 
purely due to creation. 

Having saved a life, Chen Dong did not dare to hope that he could stand up immediately 
at this point. 

So, he pushed down his doubts. 

No longer resisting the tiredness and weariness, he fell into a deep sleep. 

…… 

Gu family villa. 

By the garden pond. 

The water was flowing and the fountain was gushing. 

Gu Qingying sat despondently by the pond, looking sad and hollow-eyed. 

Little by little, she grabbed the fish material in her hand and threw it into the lake. 

Her eyes were a little red and swollen, and her whole face no longer had the world-
weary look it used to have; all she had was haggardness and exhaustion. 

Looking at the fish that had gathered in the pool in front of her, Gu Qing Ying spilled all 
the fish material in her hand into the water. 

As if by habit, she took out her mobile phone and dialled Chen Dong’s number. 

The result was that it was still switched off. 

It had been seven days! 

Gu Qingying’s eyes trembled, her red lips mumbled and she murmured sadly, “Chen 
Dong, what the hell do you mean? Where the hell are you? You came all the way over 
here and said you were apologizing, but you’re playing missing for me?” 

She had not forgiven Chen Dong, in fact no woman would choose to forgive when it 
came to something like cheating and betrayal. 

Unless, of course, one did not love the other, or put love too low. 

Gu Qingying, on the other hand, was neither. 



When she learned from Tian Ai that Chen Dong had ignored even the great merit of the 
hijacking incident in order to come and admit his mistake to her. 

Her mind wavered, wanting an explanation from Chen Dong’s mouth. 

Whether this explanation would make sense or not, she needed this meeting and 
conversation. 

However, Chen Dong suddenly hung up on her, followed by seven days of 
disappearance. 

It was as if her heart had been hollowed out for a moment. 

The complicated feelings entangled in her heart had made her sleep and food unsettled 
for the past seven days, and her whole body had lost a large amount of weight. 

The first floor of the villa. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing looked at Gu Qingying by the pond with distress. 

“Old Gu, have you found Chen Dong or not?” 

Li Wanqing was rare and a little anxious, and her tone was no longer as gentle as usual. 

Chen Dong had come to admit his mistake, and they all felt that they could meet. 

That was because, for better or worse, it was always necessary to let the two little 
mouths, Chen Dong and Gu Qingying, talk things over and talk out the results. 

Now that Chen Dong had disappeared, all the emotions and pressure had fallen on their 
own daughter. 

As a parent, how could one not want to see their precious daughter in such pain? 

“Searched, already searching, the entire intelligence force of Qing Ying International 
has cast their nets out, not only that, I have also asked the heavens and a bunch of 
business partners to help look for them together.” 

Gu Guohua’s face was full of helplessness, “But I just can’t find it, what can I do?” 

Li Wanqing looked at Gu Guohua’s helpless look and was furious. 

However, she knew clearly that being angry at this moment would not help at all. 

“Why don’t we ask Tian Ai to come and keep Xiaoying company? So that we can ask 
her about the news from the investigation?” 



Li Wanqing’s beautiful eyes were brimming with tears and she was crying, “My daughter 
is in such a state now, my heart feels like it’s cutting.” 

“I’ll go and call Tian Ai.” 

Gu Guohua sighed and turned to leave the window, murmuring as he walked, “Chen 
Dong, where the hell are you?” 

Two hours later. 

The villa gate opened and the Lamborghini drove in. 

When Tian Ai got out of the car, she saw Gu Qingying, who was still sitting by the pond, 
and could not help but frown slightly, showing a sympathetic look. 

“Qingying.” 

She walked up to Gu Qingying’s side. 

“Any news from Chen Dong?” Gu Qingying quietly raised her hand, wiped away the 
tears at the corner of her eyes, and looked at Tian Ai with a forced smile. 

This week, not only was her father doing all he could to find him. 

Tian Ai had even used the power of Interpol. 

Tian Ai looked heartbroken. 

But still, she shook her head, “Nothing, but according to our intelligence investigation, 
something should have happened to him.” 

Boom! 

Gu Qing Ying was struck by lightning as her delicate body trembled violently. 

In an instant, her expression revealed a look of panic. 

“What has happened to him?” 
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“Let’s go back inside first.” 

Tian Ai said with a gloomy expression. 

Gu Qingying was in a trance, nodded her head and got up to walk forward. 



However, she was already physically and mentally exhausted after a few days without 
food and tea, and her steps were weak. 

Tian Ai was startled and rushed forward to help. 

“Why are you fighting with yourself so much?” Tian Ai said. 

Gu Qingying smiled sadly and was silent. 

Back inside the villa. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing also walked down. 

Li Wanqing was busy going forward to support Gu Qingying. 

Gu Guohua, on the other hand, invited Tian Ai to sit down and asked, “Tian Ai, how is 
your investigation going over there?” 

It did not matter if it was the intelligence force of Qing Ying International, or the 
intelligence force of the Tian family or Gu Guohua’s other partners. 

The scope and depth of the investigation they could conduct was far less than Tian Ai’s 
organisation. 

Moreover, because of the special nature of Tian Ai’s organisation, if not in person, Gu 
Guohua and the others would not even be able to ask things from Tian Ai’s mouth. 

Tian Ai frowned and sorted out her thoughts for a while before speaking slowly. 

“Based on the address of the hotel where Chen Dong was staying, I secretly 
investigated all the surveillance in the hotel and the nearby streets in the organisation, 
and after getting the results, this is how I deduced that something should have 
happened to him.” 

“Wait!” 

Gu Guohua hurriedly called a halt: “The surveillance of the hotel and the nearby streets, 
we have investigated them long ago, there is no abnormality at all.” 

“Uncle Gu, there is indeed no abnormality from your investigation.” 

Tian Ai’s expression unconsciously revealed the slightest hint of pride, “But what I 
investigated with the intelligence agency I used was completely different from the 
results you guys investigated.” 



After a pause, Tian Ai said in a deep voice, “It was the night Chen Dong hung up on 
Qing Ying, the surveillance videos of the hotel and the road outside the hotel car park, 
all of them were turned off, and that road was closed that night.” 

Boom! 

A sentence that was like a big thunderbolt exploding in the living room. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing were dumbfounded. 

Gu Qingying even clenched her hands together, her face full of panic. 

“But the information I got, there wasn’t the slightest abnormality at the hotel or on that 
road that night.” Gu Guohua was in some disbelief. 

He knew how much strength he had, and was even more aware of the capabilities of 
the intelligence agencies under his command. 

But what Tian Ai was saying now was radically different from the intelligence results he 
knew! 

“What if those surveillance that you guys looked at, Uncle Gu, were fake?” 

Tian Ai raised her eyebrows, her gaze like a torch: “I believe Uncle Gu also knows that 
with today’s technology, if you want to fake it, you are actually able to modify the videos, 
right? Just take a recorded video and modify the monitoring time, with the strength of a 
hacker, it shouldn’t be difficult, right?” 

Gu Guohua’s lips were mumbling and he was speechless. 

It was indeed easy to modify the recording time of an aged video by a hacker. 

Moreover, because the video was old, even if one were to investigate, it would be 
impossible to rummage through each video one by one for viewing in a short period of 
time. 

But, as Gu Guohua was silenced. 

A bad chill ran from the soles of his feet to the sky. 

At this moment, even Gu Guohua felt his scalp tingling. 

Seeing Gu Guohua’s expression, Tian Ai said, “Now Uncle Gu knows how complicated 
things are, right?” 

Gu Guohua nodded in silence. 



Gu Qingying and Li Wanqing looked at Gu Guohua at the same time. 

Gu Qingying’s voice trembled as she prodded, “Dad, how complicated are things? 
What’s wrong with Chen Dong?” 

Gu Guohua forced himself to hold back the chills all over his body and said to Gu 
Qingying, “Modifying the video is simple, but dad can’t do it either, got it?” 

Gu Qingying’s delicate body shook, and she was suddenly terrified to the extreme. 

Dad’s words, in other words, meant that he didn’t have the authority to modify the video, 
and the person who could modify the video was definitely someone stronger than Dad! 

Qing Ying International was already internationally renowned. 

In the business world, it could be called a great power. 

How terrifying would an existence more powerful than his father be? 

How could Chen Dong have attracted such a person? 

In an instant, Gu Qingying’s reddened eyes filled with tears. 

She suddenly got up and, despite her weakness, braced herself to walk outside. 

“Qing Ying, why are you going?” 

Tian Ai was the first to react and hurried forward to stop her. 

“I’m going to find him.” 

Gu Qingying cried with pearly tears, struggling and crying, “I want to see people in life, 
and I want to see the corpse in death!” 

A single sentence, nearly with all her strength, was squeezed out from between her 
teeth. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing also caught up and joined Tian Ai in stopping Gu Qingying. 

“Little Ying, you are so weak now, you should most definitely stay home and take good 
care of the baby in your belly!” 

“Daddy will find it, this matter of finding Chen Dong, Daddy will definitely think of a way, 
if you run out like this now, instead of finding Chen Dong, you will make yourself 
dangerous.” 



“Woooooooooo ……” 

Gu Qingying howled, her thin and haggard face filled with tears, “He clearly said he was 
coming to explain to me, why has he suddenly disappeared now, I’m going to find him, 
I’m going to find him and ask him face to face, what the hell does he mean!” 

“Mummy and Daddy, will you come with me to look for him? He’s the saviour of the 
world, he can save everyone on the plane, why can’t he save himself? No, even if he’s 
dead, I want to see his body!” 

Nearly pleading, tearing her heart out. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing were as anxious as if they were ants on a hot pan. 

They didn’t know how to dissuade Gu Qingying. 

Even if the “betrayal” was right in front of them. 

But the couple were clear about their daughter’s feelings for Chen Dong. 

If they didn’t love him, how could they not let go? 

But now Chen Dong has received such bad news. 

How can the daughter bear this? 

Bang! 

Suddenly, there was a muffled sound. 

Tian Ai’s hand rose and fell, smashing the back of Gu Qingying’s neck. 

Gu Qingying instantly fainted. 

This scene scared Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing’s faces. 

Tian Ai was busy explaining, “Don’t worry uncle and aunt, it’s fine, just let Qing Ying 
calm down first.” 

At those words. 

Gu Guohua and Li Wanqing’s expressions eased considerably. 

Gu Guohua was busy asking after them, “Tian Ai, have you found out anything else?” 

“No, that’s all I know so far.” 



Tian Ai shook her head soberly, looked at the unconscious Gu Qingying, and said to Gu 
Guohua and Li Wanqing, “Uncle and auntie, remember to comfort Qingying, I know 
Chen Dong’s skills first hand, something is definitely wrong, but he should be fine for 
now.” 

“Good.” 

Tian Ai left the villa. 

After sitting back in the Lamborghini, she rubbed the bridge of her high nose and smiled 
bitterly. 

“What was the Hong Society looking for that night when they sent a few thousand men 
along the coastline?” 

This was another piece of information she had scouted out through her organisation. 

It was only because of the Hong Society’s special status that made her conceal this 
piece of information from the three of them, Gu Qingying, when she recounted it. 

However, this incident happened to coincide with the time when Chen Dong 
disappeared, which made her pay attention to it. 

“The Hong Society hid this matter very secretly, several thousand people went out and 
froze so that Uncle Gu and my father’s intelligence forces could not even detect it, it 
was really powerful enough.” 

Tian Ai started the car, her gaze like a torch, “Then, let’s try to start with the Hong 
Society first!” 

 


